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MATHEMATICS 
THE PRODUCT OF TWO SIMPLE SETS EFFECTIVE IN A FABER 
REGION 
BY 
W. F. NEWNS 
(Communicated by Prof. J. F. KOKSMA at the meeting of December 19, 1959) 
I. Let 0 be a simple closed regular curve, and let 
(I. I) z = x(t) =(eft)+ cf>(t) 
map /t/=1 onto 0 and 0</t/<l onto the exterior domain E(O). Then 
e#O and, for some e> l, 4> is regular in it/ <e. For O<r<e, the image 
of the circle jt/=ris denoted by Or. It is known ([4], th. 6.2, cor l to th. 7.3, 
and § 13) that a basic set of polynomials {pn(z)} is effective for H(Or) in 
D+(O) if and only if r<ro, where l(ro=x(O+ ), x being the usual Elnabi 
function 1 ). 
We are here concerned with the case where {Pn(z)} is the product of 
two s!mple, absolutely monic sets of polynomials both effective in D+(O). 
W~en 0 is a circle with the origin as centre, r0 = l: in all other cases, 
ro< I. This was shown by M. NASSIF [2], who also obtained (in [3]) a 
positive lower bound rz for ro depending on 0 but not on the factor sets. 
It is here proposed to determine the exact lower bound r1 =r1(0) of ro 
(taken over all pairs of factor sets satisfying the above requirements) 2). 
It will be seen that r1 > r2 except when 0 is a circle. The function r0 turns 
out to be independent of the inner set, and the author has been unable 
to decide whether it really depends on ·· the outer set or whether 
ro=ro(O)=rl(O). It will be shown that ro=r1 whenever the outer set 
satisfies a certain normalization condition. 
2. In order to state our results precisely, it is necessary to introduce 
some notation. We write y for lei in equation (I.l), and define 
P=inf {iti: /x(t)/=r}, 
tx=sup {/x(t)j : it/ ={1}. 
That these numbers are well-defined is proved in the next section. The 
following geometrical interpretation may be helpful. The curve 0 11 encloses 
the circle jz I = y and touches it : for r < f1, the circle lies in D( Or), whilst 
1) The terminology and notation is that of Whittaker's theory of basic series [ 5, 4]. 
2) Nassif has previously found the value of r1 in two special cases ([3], theorems 
2 and 3). 
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for r>(J, the circle meets E(Or). The distance from the origin of the 
furthest point on Op is IX. 
We use standard notations for product sets, so that the Cannon function 
of the outer set {pn<1>(z)} is denoted by A_(l)(R). Our values for ro and r1 
are then 
ro =yfA.<I>(y), 
and we may state our results as follows: 
Theorem l. The product of two simple, absolutely monic sets, each 
effective in D+(O), is effective for H(Or) in D+(O) if and only if r<yfA.<1>(y). 
Theorem 2. If {pn<1>(z)} is simple, absolutely monic and effective in 
D+(O), then 
A_(l)(y) <;IX, 
with equality whenever {pn<1>(z)} is N(b, b) in D+(r) for some b. 
3. The fact that (J exists and that 0 < (J < 1 was proved by NASSIF 
([3], lemma 1). We give here an alternative proof which achieves a little 
more, namely that 0 < (J < 1 unless 0 is the circle lzl = y. 
If 0 is the circle lzl =y, then x(t) =eft and (J clearly exists and has the 
value l. Let us suppose that 0 is not the circle lzl =y. Then 4> is not zero 
and 1/'(t)=y-ltx(t) is not constant. We have 111'(0)1 = 1, 1p is regular in ltl < 1, 
and the condition lx(t) I= y is equivalent to I"P(t) I= It I. Putting A(r) = 
=inf {l"''(t)l.: ltl =r}, it is clear that (J is the smallest r such that A(r)=r. 
Standard properties of minimum moduli imply that A is a strictly 
decreasing continuous function in some range 0 < r <a, where either 
a=1 or a<1 and A(a)=O. The same is therefore true of B(r)=A(r)-r. 
Since B(0)=1 and B(a)<O, we must have B(r)=O for exactly one r in 
0 < r <a. This is the required conclusion. 
4. Nassif's function r2 is given by 
where 
Clearly 
1/r2 = (1/(J) + (p,fy) 
p, =sup {14>(t) I : It I= 1 }. 
1/ri=IX/y=sup {r-1 l(cft)+4>(t)l: ltl=fJ} 
< (1/(J) + (p,fy) 
unless 4> is constant (since {3<1 unless 4>=0, as seen above). Thus r2<r1 
unless 0 is a circle. 
5. In the proofs of theorems 1 and 2, we shall use certain results 
concerning the Cannon functions of product sets. 
Theorem 3. If {pn<I>(z)}, {pn<2>(z)} are any two basic sets, the Gannon 
function of their product set satisfies, for any r, 
A.(r +) <fi<2>(A.<I>(p,<2>(r +) +) + ). 
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If the right-hand member is infinite there is nothing to prove. If not, 
given e>.A.<ll(,u<2l(r+ )+ ), we can choose R so that ,u<2l(r+ )<R and 
J.(ll(R) <e. We now choose r2 and then r1 so that ,u<2l(r2) <Rand r<rt <r2. 
Then 
jjk(2l(I(R) <. ~ IPnk(2ljR-n <,r2-k ~ Mn<2lb)R-n< +=, 
jl<2l(I(R) <. I(r2 < Ifrt, 
wn(rl) <.Mn<2>(e) ~ Mk<1l(R)Mk<1l(I/e) ~ rl1M1<2l(l(R) < + =, 
k I 
J.(r +) <. .A.(rt) <. ,U<2>(e ). 
This being true for all e > J.(ll(,u<2l(r +) + ), the result follows. 
Taking {pn(ll(z)} to be the Taylor base, we have in particular: 
Corollary l. For any basic set {Pn(z)}, 
J.(r+) <.U(,u(r+) + ). 
Another corollary is the effectiveness of the product of absolutely effective 
sets [ 4, Th. 20.1 ], the proof of theorem 3 being essentially that of this 
known result. We are here interested in the case where only one of the 
factor sets is effective. 
Corollary 2. If {pn<2l(z)} is a simple set, effective in D+(ro), and such 
that lim IPnn (2) j1/n = b exists, then for r > ro, 
n~oo 
b.l.(r+ )=.A.<ll(br+ ). 
In this case, J.<2l(r) = r for r;;;;;. r0 and hence ,u<2l(r) = br and ,U<2l(R) = Rfb for 
R;;;;.bro. The theorem therefore gives b.l.(r+) <;.J.<Il(br+ ), and the corollary 
follows by applying this result to the product of {Pn(z)} and {Pn<2l(z)}. 
We next improve corollary I in a special case. 
Lemma. If {Pn(z)} is N(b, b) in D+(r), then 
J.(r+ )=,U(,u(r+ )+ ). 
Proof. Let e>r. By the normalization hypotheses [4, p. 458], 
,u(r +) = br < v(e) and so there is an R > r such that {,u(R) }k <.AM k(e) for 
some A and all k. Thus 
Mn(,u(R))< ~ lnnkl{,u(R)}k<.A ~ lnnkiMk(e)=Awn(e), 
,U(,u(R)) <..t.(e), 
,U(,u(r +) +) <. J.(e) 
since ,u(r+ )<,u(R) by the normalization hypothesis. This being true for 
all e>r, we find ,U(,u(r+)+)<..l.(r+), and the reverse inequality is true 
for any basic set (cor. 1). 
Theorem 4. If {pn<2l(z)} is N(b, b) in D+(r) and {pn<ll(z)} is absolutely 
effective in D+(,u<2l(r+ )), then J.(r+ )<.J.<2l(r+ ). 
This follows immediately from Theorem 3 and the lemma. 
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6. We now prove Theorem 1. Following Nassif, we reduce the problem 
to one concerning circles rather than Faber regions. 
Let {Pn(z)} be the set of Faber polynomials of 0. From the fact, proved 
by FABER [1], that lim JPn(z)j1/n= 1/r uniformly for z on Or, it follows 
~ 
easily that, for O<r<e, the mapping which sends _2anPn(z) to _2anzn 
is an isomorphism between the F-spaces H(Cr) and H(1/r). The image 
under this mapping of a basic set {Pn(z)} is a basic set {qn(z)}, called by 
Nassif the set associated with {Pn(z)} w.r.t. C. The image of the basic 
series _2Ih f(C)pk(z) is the basic series _2Ih f(C)qk(z) of the image g off, 
since Ilk g(O) =Ilk f(C). Consequently, {Pn(z)} is effective for H(Or) m 
D+(C) if and only if {qn(z)} is effective for H(1/r) in D+(1}, (cf. [2]). 
The set {qn(z)} associated w.r.t. 0 with the product set {Pn(z)} in 
Theorem 1 is clearly the product of {pn<I>(z)} with the set {qn<2l(z)} 
associated with {pn<2>(z)}. Since {pn<2>(z)} is effective in D+(O}, its associated 
set is effective in D+(1). Since 1Pnn<2>J=1 and Pnn= -e-n, we have 
Jqnn (2) J = yn. Corollary 2 to theorem 3 therefore applies to give A.( 1 +) = 
=A.<I>(y+ )fy, where A. refers to {qn(z)}. Thus {qn(z)} is effective for 
H(1fr) in D+(1) if and only if 1/r>A.<I>(y)/y, and as seen above this is 
equivalent to the statement of theorem 1. 
7. In the proof of theorem 2, we shall make use of the following 
generalization to Faber regions of a result well-known for circles: 
If {pn(z)} is a simple set, effective in D+(C), then it is effective in 
D+(Or) for all r< 1. 
Using the isomorphism described in the previous section, this follows 
easily from the corresponding result for circles ([5], T12). 
It is clear from the definitions that 
and li(()(,) C li(Cp)· 
Since fJ <. 1, the above shows that {pn<1>(z)} is effective in D+(Op)· A 
fortiori, the set is effective for li(()(,) in D+(y). In terms of the Cannon 
function, this is equivalent to A.<1>(y+ )<()(,, the required result. 
To prove the last part of theorem 2, we apply theorem 4 to the product 
of the inverse set {ifn<1>(z)} with {pn<1>(z)}, the product set being {Pn(z)}. 
That {pn<I>(z)} is N(b, b) in D+(Y) is true by hypothesis. Since the associated 
set {qn<I>(z)} is N(y, y) and effective in D+(R) for any R;;. 1, its inverse 
set is effective in D+(yR). Clearly, ,u(l>(y+ );;.y and hence is of the form 
yR with R;;. 1. Thus, theorem 4 applies to give A(y+ )<.l<1>(y+ ), where 
A is the Cannon function of the Faber polynomials. It remains to prove 
that A(y+ );;.()(,, in other words that the Faber polynomials are not 
effective for H(()(,} in D+(r): and this is evident from the fact, proved by 
FABER ([1], 394), that the series representing in D(Op) a function which 
belongs to H(()(,) but not to li(Cp) diverges everywhere outside Cp. 
The UniverBity, Liverpool. 
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